
Saddlewise-Southwest Editorial  

Choosing Your Saddle 

Saddles come in all shapes sizes. Saddles are made for different disciplines. 

 General purpose saddle should allow hacking, hunting, jumping to 1.2metres.  

A jumping saddle length flatter seat should reflect folding upper body of rider for jumping at speed. 

Enables seat to push/slide back. 

A large flap over shoulder for extreme short stirrups will never interfere with shoulder movement as 

long as point of tree is above rotation point as it should be fitted.  

A dressage saddle encourages a still seat, where upper body movement and balance reflects point of 

balance for horse i.e look over left shoulder horse moves to left to balance change of weight to other 

side/  sea bone .of rider. However, the point gravity changes over 3“forward or back at different 

paces of horse. Here from experience, I do not agree with point straps that block shoulder 

movement. A horse needs to raise and lower his back   

 A saddle needs to fit the horse width wise through his skeletal frame, which does not change, taken 

as a bone measurement. So that it is neither a narrower ‘Frame’ blocks shoulder or a wider one that 

will move forward. Over wither. Measured to sit with tree frame above rotation of shoulder, 

otherwise any horse movement will cause it to swing and rub across spine and loins as shoulder 

swings and pushes back side to side. 

 The panel is a cushion that moulds to shape under weight; it is there to protect horse from the ‘tree 

frame’ so he does not feel it. Soft is no good as it will compress, drop below rotation and cause 

damage to horse.  

 This is why a new “custom saddle” even if miss-measured suits horse fine for 6 months then you are 

told he has changed shape if you complain. It may have needed more attention to flocking  (topping 

up)  If your saddle becomes un level because new loose flocking has migrated back from stirrup bar 

pressure Then your new saddle is damaging your horse because it is putting balance to fore dropping 

in front, and compressing area of muscle behind shoulder instead of allowing his piston like topline 

to move equally without having to compromise, where saddle now pinches.  

If it is level?  If it is pommel to cantle, it will not be pushing down behind shoulder to so will not do 

this swinging/ swivelling motion and the rider will find themselves automatically in upright correct, 

shoulders, hips, heels position. You do not need a new saddle claiming to do this you need the right 

one! 

Length of saddle is solely for RIDERS FIT comfort >reflected in horse freedom of movement. Based 

on leg length and desired riding position and most of all for rider’s best comfort. Pelvic width and 

seat bone position, width of twist, width of seat. Everyone is different. 

The difficulty in fitting saddles to the horse comes where 90% of horses have wasted topline muscle 

to some degree. You look at horses all the time and accept it as normal.  Or you have a local expert 

with limited knowledge. So where to go from there? 



QUESTION. What are you sat on, on the horse?  It is the muscle structure that defines his frame and 

“Holds” his spine, ribs together and has to move to bring movement at front and back together and 

propel the horse forward in movement. 

 You then expect a miracle by asking this horse to carry weight!      

What if he has wasted muscle?  90% of horses are already compromised before you buy them, or by 

wrong saddle for short time on young horses. You have to help restore it. Even if horse topline 

condition is looking good.  Atrophy will only show up sometimes after 20 minutes of blood deprived 

muscle. Cutting off oxygen to working muscle. You can use whatever padding necessary under a 

saddle to level it, continuous flat pressure takes much longer to restore a nice flat topline or you can 

make use of ‘Stephens ‘patented gel pads, the larger holes the better as they work by blood 

pumping action so there is no chance of muscle being completely starved of life blood.  

Check out your own saddle today take a picture / video in ridden walk on level ground, hold hands 

high in front and watch pommel cantle to follow through horizontally, then from back going away, 

hips should swing but saddle only lifts up and down? 

If this is not happening your horse cannot give of his best or move without compromising his action, 

however good “you” think he his. His body shape and tracking up will not be perfect.  He could even 

be getting top marks in competitions but will still be struggling.  

Saddle fitters flock the saddles to fit a standing unmounted state. Fill all nooks and crannies, then 

how can the muscle recover. When rider mounted his back will dip in standing position, it will lift 

and round when he jumps. Never the same shape.  It will recover but it is for you to ensure it is 

always level. Constant levelling will need to be applied and recovery time can be up to 4+ years.  

Your horse, your chance to make a difference apply this research. 

 

Saddlewise-Southwest.co.uk has been fitting for 40 yrs+ Mostly used saddles that for the novice 

have more shape and stick ability because the leather flexes better with use.  I now sell mostly 

online see all saddles and CAN FIT by WhatsApp,.    I am in Plymouth.  Helping your combination 

improve and your riding position, 

Email through web site, all info please.  or tel /whats app 07875707683   


